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scorch leaves.
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light or filtered sunlight. Can also tolerate
light helps the variegation show. Be careful of direct
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Loves

every few days.

about once between waterings.
Make sure
root rot.

leaves

a week and allow the topsoil to dry out
to prevent

nearby or
misting

remove any accumulated water from your saucer
high humidity and would benefit from a humidifier
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Ideal temperature is 70-80°F, but can tolerate down to 55°F.Ideal temperature is 70-80°F, but can tolerate down to 55°F.
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You can feed your Philodendron Brasil a balanced, houseplant liquid fertilizer
once month during the spring and summer which is its active growing
season. It will not need additional fertilizer during
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Can benefit from accumulate dust.
Cleaning the leaves plant absorb light.

Philodendron is naturally a climber and will therefore thrive to its
full potential if given something to climb. The easiest way to do this is to use a
moss

regular dusting, as the leaves easily
regularly helps your
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pole or trellis.
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